ACROSS

1 device used to help pull a calf through the birth canal (two words)
5 device for listening to the sounds of an animal's heart
7 a medication that kills insects
8 weakened form of a germ that helps an animal fight a disease
9 a female calf
11 a cylinder used to give injections
12 medications that kill bacteria and other germs
15 a medication that calms an animal
16 a chemical that kills germs on surfaces

DOWN

2 device used to move cows from one area to another
3 a medication injected to numb an area
4 a thin plastic sleeve worn over the veterinarian's hand and arm (two words)
6 uterine membranes that provide nutrients and blood supply to the developing fetus
10 a device used to keep cattle from moving
13 a male calf or cow
14 to give a drug that makes an animal drowsy

WORD BANK: Anesthetic, antibiotics, bull, calvingchains, cattlechute, disinfectant, headgate, heifer, insecticide, obsleeve, placenta, sedate, stethoscope, syringe, tranquilizer, vaccine.